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Honorable Members in Session:
SUBJECT:

CITY'S SPHERE OF INFLUENCE POLICY

SUMMARY
In response to a request by Councilmember Kastanis, it is recommended that the
Committee consider the City's existing Sphere of Influence boundary and direct that an
application to amend the Sphere of Influence boundary be submi -tted to the Local Agency
Formation Commission.

BACKGROUND
In 1988, City staff completed a report entitled "Sphere of Influence Update Study" which
recommended an expanded Sphere of influence for the City. In July 1989, the City
successfully completed negotiations with the County on a master property tax exchange
agreement. This agreement attempts to mitigate the potential negative fiscal impacts to
the County of future City annexation requests. Since 1988, the staff has dealt with Sphere
of Influence and annexation modifications on a case by case basis depending on the
expressed interest of specific property owners. The master property tax exchange
agreement now makes it possible to initiate an application for an overall amendment to
the City's Sphere of Influence, rather than deal with these on a case by case basis.
The success of the City's annexation program is also dependent on the expansion of the
City's Sphere of Influence to include those areas contiguous to the City limits that bear
a direct relationship to the City's long range planning actions and policies. In particular,
staff has received several annexation requests in the Consumnes River College Area
(Figure 2, Sub-area 6). Also, staff believes the North Natomas Area (Sub-area 7) should
receive priority attention because of the City's interest in coordinating planning decisions
and infrastructure improvements within the North Natomas Community Plan Area.

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
No financial impacts are anticipated.
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POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
The • County of Sacramento will generally not oppose annexations that are
revenue/expenditure neutral. According to the County's Incorporation Policy (Appendix
A), areas of potential revenue loss to the County include the Natomas and Elk
Grove/Laguna àreas.I Additionally, the affected special districts will likely oppose City
efforts to expand the Sphere of Influence. Inclusion of the Natomas Boot (Sub-area 1)
may create potential environmental concerns regarding urbanization of agricultural lands,
flooding risks, and the Potential for incompatible land uses near the Sacramento
Metropolitan Airport. _These potential concerns need to be balanced against the City's
long-range land use policy objectives.
MBE/WIESE CONSIDERATION
Not Applicable.

- RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the City staff be instructed- to Prepare a Sphere of Influence
application for submittal to the Local Agency Formation Commission to expand the City's
Sphere of Influence boundaries, as generally reflected , on Page 6, Figure 2, of the
attached report.
Respectively submitted,

MICHAEL M. DAVIS
Director, Department of Planning and Development
Recommendation Approved:

May 29, 1990
All Districts

DAVID R. MARTINEZ
Deputy City Manager
Contact Person:
Stephen Peterson, Senior. Planner
(916) 449-5381
Attachment
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Honorable Members In Session:
SUBJECT: CITY'S SPHERE OF INFLUENCE UPDATE AND INCORPORATION POLICY
OF SACRAMENTO COUNTY
SUM/dARY:

This report recommends that the attached reports designated as A & B be reviewed by
the City Council and referred to the Council Transportation and Community Development
Committee for a formal recommendation to the full Council.
BACKGROUND:

Recently the City staff completed a report entitled "Sphere of Influence Update Studt
which recommends an expanded sphere of influence for the City. The report is date,_
May 18, 1988 is attached herein as Part A.
In mid-May, the County Executive released a draft report on a new incorporation policy
for the County of Sacramento. On May 24, 1988, the Board of Supervisors for the County
of Sacramento received a presentation by County staff on that report. The Board moved
to set the policy matter for a public hearing on Wednesday, July 13, 1988 at 2:00 p.m.
The city staff has some serious concerns about the potential negative impact on future
annexations to the City of Sacramento based on the conclusions and findings included
in that i..eport. Part B includes a copy of the County -Executive's report dated May -24,
1988 and a letter from the City Manager dated May 24, 1988 and a response from the
County Executive dated May 25, 1988.
RECOMMENDATION: ;
It is recommended that the City Council review the attached reports and refer the reports
to the Council ammittee on Transportation & Community Development for review
and recommendation of final action to the full Council.

ully sumitted,

SO • N WHAM, JR.
Assistant City Manager
• RECOMMENDATION APPROVED
(0A)Cd1;
WALTER J. SLIP
City Manager

All Districts
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City Council
Sacramento, California
Honorable Members In Session:
Subject: SPHERE OF INFLUENCE UPDATE STUDY
SUMMARY:

The adopted Sacramento General Plan. Update 1986-2006 (SGPU) includes a policy to work
with the Sacramento Local Agency Formation Commission (SLAFC0) to adjust the City's
Sphere of Influence to be in 'conformity with the City's Annexation Policy. The Sphere of
Influence (500 is defined as "a plan for the probable ultimate physical boundaries and service
area of a local government agency". All proposed annexations must be located within the
City's adopted SOT before they can be considered by SLAFC0. It is recommended that the
City Council authorize the SOT update study area.
BACKGROUND;

The SLAFCO is required to adopt a Sphere of Influence for each local government agency
to facilitate orderly urban development, the preservation of agricultural lands, and the
efficient delivery of municipal services. Also, the SOT is used by SLAFCO for policy direction .
on annexations, municipal reorganizations, mergers and consolidations.
The SOI does not necessarily represent a boundary for immediate annexations. The sphere
also serves the purpose of encouraging more intense cooperation and coordination between
the City, County and special districts- in those unincorporated areas that bear a direct
relationship to the citys long-range planning actions and policies.
The SLAFC0 recognizes that it is difficult to determine' the "ultimate physical boundaries"
of the City because there are too many changing, variables. Consequently, staff suggests
that a twenty-year time frame , be used as a general guideline for the development of the
SO! This time frame is consistent with the time horizon in the adopted SGPU.
SLAFCO CRITERIA
State law requires that LAFC0 evaluate the following factors (Government Code Section
56425) when considering sphere of influence applications:
1.

The present and planned land uses in the area, including agricultural and open space
lands;

•

The present and probable need for public facilities and services in the area;

•

The present capacity of public facilities and adequacy of public services whict,
agency provides or is authorized to provide; and
,

4.

The existence of any social or economic communities of interest in the area.

An evaluation of these factors should result in the identification of the maximum possible
future service area of the City. Areas that are not supported by these statutory factors
may be deleted from the SOI by SLAFCO.
PROPOSED SOf BOUNDARY
The existing SOI boundary for the City of Sacramento (Figure 1) was developed by the SLAFCO
staff and adopted after nine public hearings in October 1981. It is significant that the existing
SO1 does not include the entire City limits or territory within community plan boundaries
adopted by the City.
The proposed SO1 (Figure 1) generally includes the City's current water service or water
rights application area boundary and other logical areas. The proposed 301 also encompasses
open space lands even though the City may not annex these areas in order to control planning
in areas functionally related to the City. The SOI is divided into seven study sub-areas (see
Figure 2) to provide a more in-depth analysis of the above-required factors. The sub-areas
are:
Sub-area 1 (Natomas Boot): Includes land west of the City limits„ south of Del Paso Road
and east of Power Line Road that is within the North Natomas Community Plan are, • •order to coordinate planning efforts (i.e., regional flood control).
• Sub-area 2 (North Natomas): Includes those areas planned for the second phase of urban
• development, west of 1-5 and north of Del Paso Road, that are within the existing City limits
and North Natomas Community Plan area but outside the existing SOL
Sub-area 3 (McClellan AFB); This area is included because the City is expanding City water
distribution system to include water mains large enough to serve the base and because ..
activities at the base have a direct influence on services to surrounding areas.
Sub-area 4- (Arden-Arcade): Includes a small strip of existing' commercial and residential
uses bounded by Howe Avenue and Fair Oaks Boulevard that is within the City's water rights
area. Inclusion of the greater Arden Arcade area (i.e., east to Watt Avenue or Walnut Avenue)
into the SOI was proposed by the City in 1981. However, this area was deleted by SLAFC0
at that time because of a strong feeling' by residents against urban affiliation (i.e., City ,
incorporation),, and a plan to consolidate County municipal services to the area.
Sub-area 6 (Vineyard): This area is within the City's water rights area. The County is
currently analyzing the , suitability of this area for urban development as part of the County
General Plan Update. The SLAFC0 recommended the inclusion of this area in the City's
SO! in 1981 if the County determines that - the area will be urbanized. Sub-area 6 (Cosumnes River College): This area is designated a Special Study Area in the
South Sacramento Community Plan and has generated several annexation requests to the
City in recent years.
Sub-area 7" (Laguna): This area generally follows the Laguna Community Plan area bound
adopted by the County. In 1981, the SLAFC0 recommended the inclusion , of this area in

the City's SO r because the City could best provide water and other essential municipal services
that will be necessary once the area urbanizes. However, Laguna is located outside the
City's current - water rights area boundary. SLAFC0 also recommended the deletion of this
area from the proposed Eat Grove incorporation boundary last year.
Figure 3 provides a general summary of the size and planned land uses within each sub-area.
ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW
LAFC0's around the state including the Sacramento LAFC0 have been inconsistent about
the extent to which environmental analysis has been required for sphere of influence decisions.
Staff will review this question with the City Attorney's Office and the LAFCO staff during
the next few. weeks. In the past, SLAFCO has utilized the general plan EIRs or some specific
EIR (annexation) to comply with CEQA.
ANNEXATIONS
The land use policy for the additional lands in the proposed SO! (i.e., sub-areas 1, 3, 5, 6,
and 7) would be amended into the SGPU when those lands become part of the City's annexation
program. (see Figure 3)
A primary objective of the study would be to develop criteria, consistent with the City's
Annexation policy, (See Exhibit A) for the evaluation of annexation proposals that the City
may want to "initiate" or "encourage". Potential annexations may be grouped into one of
the following three categories:
1.

Proposed annexations within the existing adopted SO! - These annexations could be
immediately initiated by the City if they meet the annexation criteria.

2.

Proposed annexations within the proposed SO! - These annexations would be initiated
by the City and concurrently processed as part of the SO! study.

3.

Potential areas suitable for annexation in the near term - - The study could also identify
future areas for annexation depending on the availability and timing of municipal service
extensions. These areas would become the focus of the City's annexation activities
over the next five years.

The success of the City's annexation program is dependent on the resolution of issues including the lack of a property tax exchange agreement between the City and County and the final
outcome of recommendations from the City/County Consolidation Study, regardless of whether
an annexation proposal is located . within or outside the City's adopted SO!.
According to recent correspondence from SLAFCO, no pending annexations will be set for
hearings until the City and County negotiate a new agreement for the exchange of property
taxes. The previous master property tax exchange agreement expired on January 1, 1986.
The County is unlikely to approve any City annexations that have a significant negative
fiscal impact on the County. It is clear from the Shorebird application; however, that
case-by-case annexations may be possible.
The Local Government Reorganization Committee is also reevaluating the overall issue
of municipal incorporations and annexations as part of the City/County Consolidation Study.
Fiscal, service delivery and regional planning issues are being considered as part of this
study. It is anticipated that the results of this study will be transmitted to the SLAFC0
later this year for their consideration. It is likely that the City's annexation efforts will
be enhanced if they have an overall revenue neutral impact on the County and the City can
demonstrate that it can most effectively and efficiently serve the area proposed for
annexation.

RECOMMENDATION:

It Is recommended that the City staff be instructed to prepare a Sphere of Influence
for the proposed SW area boundaries shown on Figure 1 and that the staff undertake an
Environmental Review to determine the appropriate environmental document required for
the study.
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1- Natomas Boot
2- North Natomas
3- McClellan AFB
4- Arden Arcade
5- Vineyard
6- Cosumnes River College
7- Laguna

•
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FIGURES

CITY OF SACRAMENTO
PROPOSED

Sub-aria .

Veng OF INFLUENCE LAND USES

'Approximate
Size: '

Pr/wary Planned Land 04011'
1City
Cammt7

1.

Natomas Boot

'milei

2.

North Natomas

8.5_ miles

3.

McClellan AFB

8:_ miles

Airport

4.

Arden Arcade

1* mile

Residential.
Commercial

5.

Vineyard

N/A.

.

il- miles

Residential.
Commercial.
Industrial.

N/A,

Agricultu
Commerc.
Agricult1

Alrpc

Residentia
Coemerci
2 Agricultur
• Residentix

Coaner6
Cosuanes River
College

7.

Laguna

sor TOTAL

mile.

154. miles

3 S54,

Residential
Commercial
Industria

N/A

Residential
Commercial
Industria

WI* miles

Not applicable - (N/A)' denotes areas Outside of %PC boundary that woul
require an. amendment to thelan&use , element.
A' portion of this area is - located within the West Vineyard Urban Study Area
3.

The City's. South Sacramento Community Plan designateithis area as a Spec14
Study Area: subject to further analysis of suitable-land uses.
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APPENDIX A
COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
CALIFORNIA
.

Timed Hearing: May 24, 1988
2:30 p.m.
To:

Board of Supervisors

From:

County Executive

•

Subject: SACRAMENTO COUNTY INCORPORATION POLICY
PREAMBLE

For many years, the incorporation of new cities was simply not an issueirt
Sacramento County. The last incorporation occurred in 1947." Only one local
community in the Sacramento metropolitan area'in the last 40 years has had the:
opportunity to express itself -in a popular fashion on an incorporation question,
That was Elk Grove, and the .cityhood proposal was defeated by the local electoN
ate in November 1987. Other than the recent interest in Elk Grove, Citrus
Heights, RanCho Cordova, and :Rio Linda-Elverta, there have been no serious
Attempts to form cities in this county since 1978.
Since 1978 there have been a number of fundamental changes in the philosophy
governance, the relationship of the levels, of government, the property
structure and fiscal consequences of organizational changes. The changes
have occurred in the last ten years havecreated a need to rethink the concept'
of incorporations and what it means to the total Community.
The issues which became the hue and cry of incorporation opponents during recent
hearings concerning incorporation have been a major concern to the County Executive's Office since the early 1980's. My staff has been pointing out the inequities of the laws governing new city formation since 1983. The County has
sponsored legislation, beginning in 1984, to attempt to change the patent
unfairness of revenue transfer provisions, free serviceprovitions, and other'
• adverse elements of contemporary incorporation law; as you are aware, without a
great degree of success. This office has detailed the adverse fiscal impacts - of .
1: have
the various incorporations on Sacramento County on numerous occasions.
publicly espoused the view that additional cities are not in the best interests
of the "total"' commdnity whenever I have been asked to comment on the Subject..
• This report coa1esc2s my thoughts and concerns on the formation of new cities in
1 continue to strongly believe that additional incorporaSacramento County.
tions will disrupt the ability of the County and other existing agencies of
local government to solve regional problems and would, under current law-, have
'
major adverse impacts on the' County,

RECOMMENDATIONS:
Because of my Tong-held and continuing conviction that additional cities. wt.
disrupt the marginally equitable fiscal balance - between existing local agencies

Sacramento County Incorporation Policy
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and diminish the ability of' government to respond to pressing region -al issues, I
am recommending that the Board of Supervisors approve the following recommendations after public hearings:

I. The Board. of Supervisors receive this report and. schedule the matter for
future consideration at an appropriately-noticed public hearing.
2. The • Board of Supervisors, for the purposes of maintaining the fiscal
integrity of the County and preserving the ability of existing local
governments to solve' pressing regional problems, should directly oppose
any proposal for the. incorporation of any new city within the County,

3. The Board of Supervisors should request theLocal Agency Formation Commission (LAFC0) • to study the issues raised in this report and consider
adopting a policy opposing additional incorporations within Sacramento
County.. Due to the limited number and the dual, role of LAFC0 staff, it
would be advisable . for LAFC0 to consider the retention of a recognized
consulting firm to. evaluate data and conclusions in this report and
formulate policy on incorporation.
4. The Board of Supervisors request that LAFC0 develop a detailed proposal
for a reorganization" of the structure andresponsibilities of government
within Sacramento County, taking into consideration the findings and
recommendations. of- the" Local 'Government - Reorganization Commission (LGRC)
and based on the following principles:
a. The structure-should - recognize the existing cities within the County
and provide for' self-determination of their role in any reorganization proposal.. .
b. The" structure should provide that regional (countywide) issues '
should be decided' by a regional body while-truly local issues would
remain the province - of local bodies.
In order to implement. these broad policy recommendations, I also recommend 'that
the Board. of Supervisors adopt: the following specific recommendations relating
to incorporations,. annexations,-governmental reorganization, and legislation:

Incorporations
5. In opposing incorporations, the County should: providefor representation
and comment at all hearings concerning' incorporation proposals, regardless of the hearing body.
6. The opposition to incorporations will not in any way preclude the County
from providing proponents of incorporation with any available
information concerning county operations and fiscal affairs.

Sacramento County Incorporation Policy
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Annexations
7. The fiscal integrity of the County should not be jeopardized. by annexations of unincorporated area.land.to existing cities. A new annexation
policy and property tax transfer agreement should be developed which.
recognizes the county's continuing responsibility - to provide countywide
services, yet also addresses city responsibilities to provide new levels
of urban services in developing areas. The annexation policy will distinguish between vacant parcels of land and existing residential and
commercial areas.
The annexation policy willfocus on balancing City
and county expenditure requirements with revenues generated.
8.

Given thit suggested policy approach, the now-expired master property
tax exchange agreement with the City of Sacramento should not be renewed
under its prior terms.

9.

The concept of a master property tax exchange agreement with the cities .
is sound, and new agreements along the lines discussed in Recommendati-n
No. 6 above should be established with all four cities as exis'
agreements expire.

Governmental Reorganization
10. Sacramento County should work with LAFCO and the LGRC to sponsor efforts
to consolidate the planning for and delivery of regional services.
11. Sacramento County should encourage LAFCO to take a more active, leadership role in investigating governmental reorganization and should formulate policies to that effect.

Legislation
12. In the interests of all California counties, Sacramento County should
seek to amend the cost and revenue transfer provisions of state law ,
regarding counties and newly incorporating cities.

13. The subsidies that Sacramento County would provide to newly incorporat•

ing cities, that is, excess revenue over the cost of service, should be
eliminated or directly provided by the State.

14. Sacramento County should continue to vigorously inform the state of the
relationship between the burden of underfunded state mandated services
the inability to raise local discretionary revenues and the fiscal basis
.
for the county's opposition to incorporation.

Sacramento County Incorporation Policy
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15. Sacramento County should request that the State investigate the fragmentation of regional serviteS in the many 'growing urban areas of the
state.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

For the purposes of , maintaining . the.fiscal integrity of the County of Sacramento
and preserving the ability of local governments to solve pressing regional problems, it should be the policy of Sacramento County to actively and openly oppose
all efforts to form new, cities in Sacramento County.: .1 further recommend that
the Board of Supervisors request that LAFCQ.study . the issues raised in this
report and consider a policy opposing incorporations. LAFC0 is the appraprtate- •
agency to a more active role in investigating . local government reorganization
and should be encouraged to do so.
After the analysis of real and hypothetical cases, it is clear that the incorporation of new cities would; threaten the fiscal integrity of . Sacramento County.
The' reason is simple: state law requires the transfer from the County to- newly
incorporating cities, of revenue in excess of the services transferred. Indeed,
this law requires the transfer of property tax to a new city even though the
city would not and could. not assume the vast majority of those-services financed.
by the County with property tax. I have concluded that the only incorporations
which would be fiscally viable are those which would have a significantly nega:tiveimpact on the County. Sacramento County, which has a weak property tax
base, can ill Afford the. arbitrary and inequitable transferal property taxes
and other revenue given the county's responsibility to deliver very costly criminal- justice services, human services, and administrative services to all residents of the County. The incorporation of cities will not alter the county's
responsibility to deliver these services, but incorporation of new cities. would' .
'diminish the county's capacity.to finance these services.. .
I have further concluded that incorporations would threaten the greater communi- ty's efforts to .solve- regional problems such as air pollution, water supply,
tranSportation, and flooding. These regional problems do not respect political
jurisdictions. The necessary regional cooperation to solve these regional problems , is emerging, a recognition that a"common good" is both real and achievable . . • I believe the creation Of new cities, of new - competing interests, will
complicate and hinder our ability' to Solve these regional probleMs. Rather than
creating-new cities, weshouldistrive to consolidate the planning. for and delivery of regional services. The-consolidation of the separate sewer systems into
the Regional Sanitation District-and the recent creation of the Sacramento' .
Transportation Authority serves as successful examples of the regional approach
-to problem solving. --

.
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Findings and Conclusions
'

The incorporation of new cities in Sacramento County would lead to significantly adverse fiscal impacts on the County.

o The incorporation of new cities would necessarily diminish the county's ability to finance the delivery of countywide criminal justice, human, and admit'' ,
istrative services due to the arbitrary and inequitable transfer of property
tax, to the new cities.
o The more fiscally feasible an incorporation, is under current law, the larger
the*negative impatt - is on the County.
°- Those mew incorporations that do not have a negative impact on the County are
not likely to be approved by LAFCO.
o

From my perspective, the critical flaw in the statutOry framework governing
incorporation is the arbitrary and inequitable property tax transfer.

o The annexation-of territory to existing cities may also result in the loss .
property tax-revenue without a corresponding reduction in the responsibility,
to deliver services. financed with property taxes.
o The County . is in a position to negotiate a new agreement with the fOur existing cities to eliminate the potential for Significant property tax and other
revenue losses.
o It would be Iound public policy to enter into new agreements concerning
annexation with the four cities.
o Regional problems such as transportation, flooding, air pollution, and water
supply do not respect political jurisdictions such as cities-and counties.
Regional cooperation among local governments is necessary if we are to solve
these problems.
o The creation of-cities, and those cities attempts to protect their perceived
interests, could fragment the regional perception of common good necessary to
solve the regional problems.
• Consolidation of the planning for and delivery of regional services, and not
political fragmentation, is the best route to regional problem solving.
The Regional Sanitation District and the Sacramento Transportation Authority
are successful examples of the consolidation approach to regional probler
solving.

Sacramento County Incorporation Policy
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LAFCO is the appropriate body to investigate and recommend changes
government organization.

in local

DISCUSSION:
THE FISCAL IMPACT OF MUNICIPAL INCORPORATIONS ON SACRAMENTOCOUNTY
The incorporation of new cities in Sacramento County will damage the county's
fiscal integrity. The fiscal impacts of incorporations will hinder the county's
ability to maintain current levels of services in both our countywide responsibilities and our responsibilities to the unincorporated area. The basic reason
is simple:
for- those incorporations proposed in Sacramento County, state law
requires the transfer of significantly more revenue than service, responsibility
from the County to new cities. Given our mandated service responsibilities and
our desire to provide important "discretionary" services to county residents, We
would be remiss. in not opposing incorporations.

The Service Responsibility and Revenue Transfer. Provisions of State Law
The transfer of services and revenue , from a county to a newly incorporating city
is governed by state law. Appendix A of this report discusses the process and
its implications in detail. To summarize, new cities must assume responsibility
for certain regulatory and police protection services from a county. Sales tax,
property tax, and other revenue collected from-within the boundaries of the new
city are transferred from the county to the city to. finance those services. The
City is also entitled to other revenue not transferred from the County.

The services a new city must assume responsibility for include local police
protection, planning and land use regulation, and certain public works services
including building inspection, roads, and engineering. . There are other services
a city may opt to assume such as local parks and recreation, drainage, street
lighting, libraries, and fire protection.. Cities may not assume education services provided by school and junior college districts or the administrative, public protection, and human services- provided by counties such as health, welfare, , courts, and many others..
State law , additionally - provides,for the the transfer of revenue from a county to
a new city after incorporation. The-full local government share of sales tax
collected within the city (excluding any extraordinary sales tax) will accrue to
the city, not the county, after incorporation. .A portion of the property taxes
collected within the boundaries of the city will also be transferred in accordance with a formula prescribed by state law. Sacramento County has opposed
this inequitable formula and resultant transfer of property tax revenue since
1983. The County continually sponsored legislation to amend state law in this
regard. Other revenues - , such as cigarette tax, property transfer tax, fines,
and franchise fees will also be transferred.

. Sacramento County Incorporation Policy'
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The Citrus Heights Incorporation Proposal
Should the proposed incorporation of Citrus Heights' ever be approved by the
voters, the County would suffer a growing loss' of several discretionary reVenues
including sales tax, property tax, and other revenue. Even with LAFC0's removal
of Sunrise Mall from the proposed city, the first full year net loss to
Sacramento County may approach $2.5. million. In current dollars, --Fe eventual
annual net loss to the County will be approximately $1,7 million upon the:; com
pletion of the phased property tax transfer. The:cumulative loss over a tenyear period would range from $35,000,000 tc:040,.000,000.
The following table summarizes the first-year impact on the countyls General
Fund and Fund 011 should the Citrus Heights incorporation Occur. Bear in mind
the fiscal impact of incorporation is ongoing and escalates over time as the
revenue base grows.
IMPACT ON SACRAMENTO COUNTY
OF CITRUS HEIGHTS INCORPORATION

Revenue ransferred:
Sales Tax
Property . Tax
Other Revenue.
Total
Cost of Services Transferred
- Total County Loss:
General Fund Loss
Fund 013 Loss

First-Year Impact
4,750,000
964,000

468,000.
$

6,182,000

$

3,593,000

S

2,589,000
1,067,000
1,522,000

The first-year General Fund loss of approximately 51.0 million represents the
transfer of property tax and some other revenue with no service responsibility
transfer (see Appendix A). The first-year property tax loss is slightly less
than half of the total annual property tax transfer at the end of the transfer
period. There woula also be a transfer of unincorporated area service responsibility, but the sales tax and other revenue transferred would exceed the service
costs by some $1.5 million. The patent unfairness of the incorporation revenue
transfer laws which results in the large loss of discretionary financing which
also supports underfinanced programs is the primary reason why the Board of
Supervisors and others eventually opposed the Citrus Heights incorporation proposal.

Sacramento County Incorporation Policy
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The Elk Grove Incorporation'
The Elk Grove incorporation was defeated by. the voters of'the proposed city on
November 2, 1987. From ,rpubilc policy Perspective,, the potential Elk Grove
impacts on the County were as worrisome.. as Citrus Heights. The county's
Fund 013 supports more in services to. Elk G'rove than revenuesreceived from Elk
Grove, but the County still would have suffered,a net loss had the incorporation
been approved.
IMPACTS OF PROPOSED.ELK . GROVE INCORPORATION
'ON SACRAMENTO COUNTY
Revenue Transferred:
Sales Tax
Property Tax
Other Revenue.
Total
Cost of Services Transferred
Total County Loss:
General- Fund Loss
Fund 013 Gain

First-Year Impact
950,000
$
550,000
288,000
V

1,788,000

T. 1,590,000
198,000
741,000
543,000

The loss to the county's General Fund in the first full year after incorporation
would have been $0.7 million. In current dollars, the eventual net loss to the
General Fund, after the. phased property tax transfer, would have been
$1.1 million per year and the net county loss some $573,000 per year.
What is bothersome about the , Elk Grove case is the question of fiscal viability.
With an immediate impact on the County of $200,000 and a long-term impact of
over $1 million per year, the fiscal viability of the proposed city was questioned before the Board of Supervisors, LAFCO 3 , and the electorate. The more
fiscally feasible an incorporation is, under current law, the more sigTITTIFWE
the negative impact is on the respective county.
Fair Share * California:.

An Inequitable Incorporation' in Sacramento County

In an attempt to portray the inequity of existing incorporation statutes as they
apply to revenue transfer,. we- have attempted, in .' the' following exercise, to
develop a truly "equitable" incorporation. Under existing , law, a truly equitable incorporation simply is not possible.. An equitable incorporation for our
purposes is defined as one in which per capita.revenue and per capita service
costs for all services are transferred from the county to the new city. If
this could occur, all geographic areas of the County-- rich or poor -- would
receive the same proportional amount of revenue and service cost should they
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incorporate. Services include both traditional urban services assumed by a city
such as police, planning, and public works plus countywide services such as
courts, health, social services, and incarceration. Current law does not allow, .
for the transfer of all service costs, yet it requires that the revenue that
supports non-transferable services be shifted, to the new city. Therefore, in
every incorporation, an inequitable transfer occurs. More in revenue Must be
transferred than service responsibility.
The. potential fiscal impacts of the Citrus Heights and Elk Grove tncorporation
proposals. prove that the state law regulating incorporations grossly' favors .
newly incorporatingscities at the expense- of Sacramento County. Again, the
reason this occurs is because state law provides that property tax revenue which
finance countywide services enjoyed by'all city and county residents be transferred to a new city in spite of the fact that no countywide service responsibility is shifted. State law prohibits the transfer of court functions, health,
Social services, and the prosecution and incarceration function from . a coUnty to
A city.,
This following hypothetical incorporation has been entitled 'Fair Share; Cali
fornia."
Appendix B of this paper' i . a detailed report on this study. 7
results of the complete study are summarized below.
In assessing the impact of "Fair Share"' on Sacramento County, the following
exercise was undertaken. The first step in the exercise was to attempt to
define an,"equitable" cost and revenue transfer model. We settled on per capita
measures of cost and revenue within the unincorporated area. 'Thus, "Fair Share"
istypical or Average, neither a rich nor a. poor community. By using this per
capita average approach, we can look at. the impacts of state law without the
complicating factors of the two'real proposals: a sales tax rich Citrus Heights
and a sales tax poor Elk Grove.
The' per capita measures of cost and revenue: are based on known data for 1987-88. .
Data sources include the Department of Finance population estimates, the County
budget, and the Assessor's role. For example, if the per capita cost of Sheriff's services to the unincorporated area is $71.02, then the costs to a proposed city. of 50,000 residents would . be $3.5 million ($71.02 multiplied by
50,000 equals $3,551,000). If per capita sales tax collections are $85.35, then
a city of 50,000' could expect to receive $4.3 million in sales tax revenue
($83.35 multiplied by 50,000 equals $4,267,000).
Under existing state law, "Fair Share" would.assume from the County responsibility for police' protection, planning, animal control, and environmental impact.
"Fair Share" could not assume courts,' district attorney, social services, and
This analysis measures only the sales tax and property taxes to be
health.
transferred from the County to "Fair Share". The other revenues such as ciga
rette taxes, franchise fees, homeowners exemption, and property transfer tax,
not considered here as they, are far smaller than sales and property 'taX
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Property tax is transferred to "Fair Share" in accordance with existing statute,
not on a per capita basis; however,. property value is based on the
unincorporated area per capita figures. Further„ .a phased property tax agreement has been included in the model.

The incorporation of "Fair Share" . would result in losses to both the General
Fund and Fund, 013. Even though "Fair Share" recaptures, Only the average sales
tax generation,, it still benefits from incorporation. .Why? State law .requires
a revenue-component to be transferred to a new city -- the' propertytax -- that
does not finance any. service the new city will 'assume upon incorporation.
•

THE IMPACTS ON SACRAMENTO COUNTY
OF THE INCORPORATION OF FAIR SHARE
First Year Impact
Revenue:

Salis Tax

$

4,267,000
812,892

$

5,080 392

Cost of Services

$

3,806,000

Total County Loss:
General Fund Loss
Fund 013 Loss

$

1,274,392.
.812,892
461,500

Property Tax
Total

If "typical" portions of the unincorporated area were to form into cities under
current state 'law, collect per, capita sales tax and the statutory amount of
property tax, the county's eventual annual loss in current dollars would still
There is no such thing as an equitable incorporation
be $44 per individual.

under current law in Sacramento County. An "equitable incorporation" is a contradiction in terms.
The "Fair Share" exercise is yet another example illustrating that state law
leads to negative fiscal impacts when new cities incorporate in Sacramento County. The flaw in the statutory framework is that state law does not recognize
nor provide for the- county's continuing responsibility to provide countywide
services within its revenue transfer framework.
New cities are not viable immediately after incorporation unless they extract
from their respective county more in revenue than in service responsibility.
New cities that do not extract more, in revenue than service responsibility would
not be fiscally viable and would require special taxes or benefit assessments to
Such a tenuous financial situation may well not be
maintain service levels.
A city that does not have a
approved by LAFC0s or, in fact, the voters.
significant adverse impact on a county,, as the case of Elk Grove suggests, would
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be of marginal, at best, fiscal viability. When a county is impacted by an
incorporation,, it has no politically realistic method of recouping the lost
revenue. A reduction of services to all county residents, including residents
of the new city and the residents of the remainder of the county's'
unincorporated area becomes the only real option.
There is a real cost of incorporatiOn, and this cost must be borne by counties,
by city residents, or by other cities.
If the state desires to continue to encourage the incorporation of cities under
these circumstances, that is the state's.prerogative. However, if the state
chooses to provide new cities with any needed additional revenue in the form of
a bonus or a subsidy, the State should provide that bonus or subsidy from its
general fund, not Sacramento County's.
Annexations
believe that the County policy regarding revenue-service transfers applying to ,
new incorporations should also apply to city annexations. I recommend that
Supervisors
of
adopt
Board
a
basic
that annexations
policy
revenue/expenditure neutral. That is, sufficient revenue should be retained ti:y
the County after annexation to accommodate the county's continuing responsibility to provide countywide services into the future.
This policy should apply
universally to all annexations: uninhabited, inhabited, bare ground, or densely
developed. A complete discussion of revenue transfer implications of annexations and the policy recommendations are given in Appendix C of this report.
State law requires that property tax exchange agreements be negotiated between
local governmental agencies exchanging territory before the jurisdictional
change can be completed. State law further allows A County and local agencies
to adopt "master property tax exchange agreements" . which may, from time to time,
be revised by the agreeing parties. Sacramento County, on behalf of both the
County and special districts within the County, has previously entered into
master property tax exchange agreements with the Cities. of Sacramento, Folsom,
Isteton, and Gait.
The originalagreempt with the City of Sacramento could result in significant
property .tax transfers to the City without a commensurate exchange of service
This imbalresponsibility and, therefore, should be considered for revision.
ance occurs because property tax is shifted to the annexing city, yet no services financed, from the property tax are shifted. The now-expired master agreement
guaranteed the .City of Sacramento a-33.428 percent.share of the property tax
levy from any annexed territory. Tht 33.428 percent figure was the average city
tax rate area share at the. time the original master agreement was adopted. The
now-defunct master agreement stated that the special districts' (fire, park
cemetery, County Library, and County Roads) shares of the property tax
did not etwai
would be transferred to the City, and if this total
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33.428 percent, then the County would make up the difference. Depending on the
special districts' shares of the levy, the County could either gain or lose upon
annexation.
The following table lists the County's- potential percentage gains or losses in
property tax collections if portions . of.'unincorpo-rated area communities were
annexed by the City of Sacramento:.

IMPACT ON SACRAMENTO COUNTY OF CITY OF SACRAMENTO ANNEXATIONS
COUNTY GAIN/(LOSS)
PERCENTAGE -

COMMUNITY
Arden-Arcade
Rio Linda - '
Natomas

Fruit-ridge
Southgate

2.2
0.7

(13.2)
7.1
-

Elk Grove/Laguna
Rancho Cordova

7.5
' 16.61
1.6

While it is true that those areas where the county's General Fund-would benefit
from an annexation outnumber those where the County would lose property taxes,
in those areas where annexation may be most acceptable, Natomas and Laguna, the
County could lose substantial property tax under the terms of the expired agreement if already developed properties are annexed to the City. . Residents of
Southgate and,Fruitridge have opposed annexations in the past, the same sentiment is also present in the Rio Linda, Rancho Cordova, and Arden-Arcade communities. A possible, but not probable, gain in some areas does not offset a real
loss in others.
I do not recommend that the County abandon the master exchange agreement concept
altogether. The concept is sound, but I recommend that the County attempt to .
negotiate a new agreement with the City that recognizes the county's continuing
service responsibility after annexation occurs. As 'I's the case with newly
incorporating cities, none of the services currently funded with property taxes,
with the exception, of drainage and library, will be transferred to the City.
The very expensiveand mandated human services, criminal justice services, and
• administrative services will remain the county's•responsibility.
Indeed, the County has previously set a precedent in opposing annexations where
there would have been an unbalanced revenue and service exchange. In 1985, the
owner of the Southgate Shopping Center requested annexation to the City. The
Board of Supervisors,' upon my recommendation, formally opposed this annexation
and transmitted that position to LAFCO which eventually denied the annexation.
Our concern with the shopping center annexation was a transfer of revenue
without a corresponding loss of service responsibility.
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I reCommend that the County take a position consistent. with countywide interests
on all proposed annexations,- looking at the total revenue and service responsibility exchange resulting from the annexation. Sales tax and property tax loss-.
es must- be balanced by commensUrate transfers in service responsibility or the
County should oppose the annexation. - One basic policy should apply to both„
' annexations and incorporations to the greatest degree possible. While I Am not
yet prepared to address the specifics of such a policy, I am: considering, some
general parameters at this time which distinguish between developed and undevel• aped properties which contemplate the: concept *of. "regional" revenue sharing..
Further, I intend on commenting to the Board of Supervisors on each proposed
annexation-and:on transmitting the Board's adopted policy to LAFCO. I further
recommend that the Board request LAFC0 to consider the Board's annexation policies, once adopted, to guide its deliberations.

The Costs of Countywide Services.
The services Sacramento County finances out of its General Fund-are provided to
all residents of the County, irrespective of whether those residents live in th,'
four cities or the unincorporated area Should new cities incorporate Or are
Annex within the County, these , services will remain the county's responsibiliti.
In assessing the impacts of incorporations and annexations, it is appropriate to
summarize, these costs:

NET COUNTY COSTS OF HUMAN AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE SERVICES'
.1987--88, FINAL BUDGET
(In Millions)
DEPARTMENT
Criminal Justice:
Sheriff (Jails & Court Security)
Probation
District Attorney
Municipal Court

NET COST
$ 31.8
18.7
14.0

9.9
6.7
5.7
5.3

Public Defender
Indigent Defense
Superior Court
$
Human Services:
Social Services - Assistance
Social Services - Administration
Health - Public Health
Health - Mental Health'

$ 26.2
15.3
4.3
3.8
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DEPARTMENT

Payments for Medical Care
Health - Other

.

NET COST'
$

2.6
2.0

Total

$ 54.2

Other Services:
(Parks, Assessor, Auditor, etc.)

$ 39.2'

Grand Total

$185.5

Sacramento County's net cost for providing criMfnal justice and human services
was budgeted at $146.3 Million for 1987 --$8. The net costs Of Criminal justice
services alone are equivalent, to over 90 percent of the county's share of. the
property tax levy.
For upcoming budget year, 1988-89, the known increases to . these costs are staggering.. Between operations of the new Main Jail, the Lorenzo Patino Hall of
Justice, and thelnewliedical Center contract with the University of . California,
net county costs for criminal justice and human services Will rise by over
$15.0 million. The Trial Court Funding Block Grants will bring in only an additional $9.0 million, and the Trial Court Funding is not, directly related to the
new Main Jail orithe Medical Center contract.
Although these Costs are very high, actual services provided could and should be
.much higher. Revenue 10$Ses from incorporations and annexations would only
.exacerbate the problems in maintaining levels of these Mandated and critical
services.

Sacramento County's Property Tax Base
In comparison with other urban counties in the State of California, Sacramento
County has a weak property tax base:

PER CAPITA ASSESSED VALUATION FOR TEN CALIFORNIA COUNTIES
PER CAPITA

COUNTY
San Mateo
Santa Clara
San Francisco
Orange
Ventura
Riverside

ASSESSED VALUATION
$

56,430
52,679
52,475
50,727
44,529
42,706
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PER CAPITA
COUNTY
Alameda
Los Angeles
Fresno
SACRAMENTO

ASSESSED VALUATION
S

39,564
37,248
33,905
12,723

Based on June 30, 1987 Population estimates and Assessed.
Valuations for the 1987-88 Fiscal Year
Sacramento County ranks last in the amount of taxableproperty per resident
. among these ten counties. The reason Sacramento County ranks" low is that so
much of the property in the County is exempt from the property tax due. to .
State-owned land and structures, the military bases, and Sacramento Municipal
Utility District's land and facilities. Therefore, the 1 percent .limit on
assessed value provides a much lower amount of revenue in Sacramento County than
in other urban'counties. The transfer of property tax resulting from incorporations: or annexations would erode an already weak base.

Incorporations Annexations, and State Law
The' fiscal impacts of incorporations alone warrant the basic polity recommendation of this report.: that the County actively oppose all incorporation efforts
until the state laws governing the process are amended to be less onerousto
counties. In the current environment of unfunded mandates, underfinanced human
and criminal justice services, deteriorating infrastructure, lack of local
Control over revenues, and a weak local property tax base, the State law is
simply unrealistic and Should be changed. Annexations should be judged from the
• same policy perspective. Sacramento County cannot afford to provide revenue T
windfalls . for new and existing cities and support. its countywide responsibilities at historical levels.

REGIONAL PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS FOR SACRAMENTO
Regional Issues and Problems
Notwithstanding, these critical fiscal problems posed by incorporation of new
cities in Sacramento County, there are other sound public policy reasons for
opposing incorporation of new cities. We face critical regional problems which
do not respect political jurisdictions. A consensus that regional cooperation
is necessary to solve these problems is emerging. This is nothing more than
recognition that a common good is both real and.achievable. The creation of new
cities in itself can fragment this consensus. New cities will strive to protect
their perceived special interests regardless of common good.
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The Sacramento region (Sacramento, Yolo, Placer, and El Dorado Counties) has an
estimated 1987 population of 1,338,000 people. This population is expected to
increase by 621,000 (46 percent), by the year 2010. At the current time, the
region is facing serious and complex problems With regard to air pollution,
transportation, water supply, flood control, and land use coordination. These.
issues, which are described in more detail - below, require regional solutions.
Without solutions, these problemswill worsen dramatically as the - region grows.
In contrast, at least one regional service, sewage collection and treatment, is
being successfully provided on a regional basis in Sacramento County at the
present time.
Air Pollution
The Sacramento region violates' federal and state standards for both Ozone and
carbon monoxide forms of air pollution. Violating federal standards could mean
possible funding sanctions and. prohibitions. on new major industrial pollution
emission sources.
Continued air pollution also means that Sacramento's air is
unhealthy for at least certain portions of the ,population.
The Regional Air
Quality Plan, adopted in 1982, could. net project attainment of the federal standards, by 1987, as required by the Clean Air Act. A new effort to develop a
successful air quality plan is now being coordinated by the Sacramento Area
Council of Governments (SACOG).
Experts indicate that a. successful air quality plan will requite reductions of
emissions from various sources and, therefore, will require coordinated action
by federal, state, and all local jurisdictions. Additional local agencies, in
the form of new cities, would at best complicate an already complex situation.
At worst, the interjection of new cities into the process will hinder the problem solving process. The creation of Cities, and those cities' attempts to
protect their perceived interests, could fragment the regional perception of .
common good necessary to solve the critical air ouality'problem.
TranspOrtation
The Sacramento area's transportation system is not functioning well enough to
provide for current or projected needs. The system needs to expand with new
roads, bridges,' and highways as well as expanded use of transit, car-pooling,
and other transportation alternatives. Additional jurisdictions interjected in
the problem solving process will not necessarily facilitate, a. better or quicker
solution.
Potential or partial solutions will require coordinated and cooperative action
with the region. Two major roadway projects (the Beltway and Route. 102) will
serve regional transportation needs by routing; through traffic Away from the
freeway routes that . serve' the downtown area. These roadways require routing
through several cities and counties, making. actual implementation mud more
difficult. The opposition to the Regional Transportation Authority and
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Measure A by the Citrus Heights Chamber'of. Commerce is .based on ' a 'perception'
that the .plan is not in Citrus Heights! perceived interests. But traffic and
• traffic problems cross community boOndaries, A person driving along - fair Oaks
Boulevard to work in the City of Sacramento from a house in Citrus Heights will.
travel through Fair Oaks, Carmichael, and Arden-Arcade before reaching the City
Of Sacramento. Road improvements in these other communities would benefit this:
'resident of Citrus Heights as well as the residents of Fair Oaks, Carmichael,
Arden-Arcade, and the'City of,Sacramento.
Regional Transit solutions to the' traffic problem are also limited in part
because Regional Transit does_not provide regional service. Yolo- County, West
Sacramento, Davis, Woodland, Folsom, and Roseville have all opted to 'provide
their own local transit, service. They could have decided to become members of
,Regional Transit. Effective regional coordination and potential economies of
Scale are lost When the Regional Transit system is not truly regional.

Water Supply
The County and City of Sacramento have taken a major step in agreeing to devel!
a plan for sharing . water resource$. throughout Sacramento County. Most of tr;.
new development in the Unincorporated area is dependent_ upon ground water.
Nearly all the development in the City utilizes surface water from the
Sacramento and American Rivers. The City has sufficient excess surface water
through a Combination of its water rights.to supply portions of the remainder of
the County with all the water needed through the next several decades. Meanwhile, the ground -water levels in those other parts of the County continue to
drop steadily.
The agreement between the City and the County to share water resources will
eventually stOp. the decline of ground water levels and. provide a quality Water.
supply to urban developments throughout the metropolitan area irrespective of
This action has been possible because the. County Water .•
political boundaries.
Agency has. assumed a leadership role in working with the City. of Sacramento and
the special districts to forge &sound and equitable water policy.
The water agreement between the County, the City of Sacramento, and the special
districts has been long in coming because of the number of agencies involved,
differing, perspectives on how-to share resources, and provincial attitudes of
some players, .Interjecting new cities into the problem solving process may .
further forestall A. consensus. solution.

Flooding'
Since the flood danger in February.1980, it has become clear that the Sacramento
region has a serious, but Solvable, potential flooding problem. Recalculationnl,
of potential peak storms and peak river flows have' resulted in concerns that thNatomas Area and other developed areas. along the American River are within the
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100-year floodplain.
The area potentially impacted by the floodplain includes
portions of the Sacramento, Sutter, and Placer Counties and the City of
Sacramento.. Potential solutions , to the problem will involve' cooperation and
effort by Iocal,'state, and federal 'agencies.. Under some project alternatives,
a solution involves a new dam in the Sierras to 'help control flows into Folsom'
Reservoir. "
Again, the resolution of the "common" problem offlooding would:only be further.
constrained if additional local agencies become embroiled in how best to resolve
the problem. Runoff does- not respect political boundaries, resolutions do not
- stop the rain. New cities, protectingtheir limited. interests, interjected into
the problem solving process will not necessarily' hasten solutions. Well intentioned actions by city leaders focused OK city-level Problems could have widespread regional impacts.

Land Use Coordination
-

Within. the SacraMento . region, 18. local governments (cities and counties) have
the authority to jrialce, land use decisions, .Some of these decisions have regional
implications. Some large decisions (to urbanize . North Natomas) have' major
regional impacts.': Many small decisions may incrementally cause impacts on other
jurisdictions.. Currently, there is no mechanism, process, or agency charged the
overall, responsibility of with coordinating the land. use deCisionmaking process.
The cities and counties of the region have current general plans to accommodate over two.million people. Together the cities and counties have planned over
100,000 acres for commercial and industrial uses. At arecent meeting of local
planning directors, the following- development applications were identified:
1.

An approximately 800 acre industrial development on the south side of
Highway 1-5 at the Sacramento River in Vol° County.

2.

Approximately 23,000 acre community plan study in Sutter County just
north of the County line.

3.. A new -community plan being developed along' Placer County' line between
Roseville and the Sutter County line.
IOW

4.

Additional residential and industrial projects
El Dorado County.

proposed for western

Land use changes and resultant growth are not problems. Land use - changes and
growth, however,'that go beyond the ability of local governments to efficiently
provide water, roads, transit, parks . , eletricity, schools, and clean air result
in problems. fear that further governmental fragmentation would be, in
itself, a regtonal problem.
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Coordination of the land use decistonmaktng process, or at least coordination of
information on decisions . that are being made, should be a. high priority of this
region. It may be dtfficult to achieve these goals if the number of $9encies
involved in land use decisionmaking is continually increasing, particularly when
a major impetus for creating newjurisdictions is the desire to control Significant land. use decisions. Incorporation proponents intend to have these new
cities protect their perceived interests regardless of any regionally defined.
common good.

Municipal Powers in.a Regional Context
When a city incorporates, it assumes authority over many municipal funCtions.
The city may provide Services on its own or contract . with other agencies to
provide services. In either case, the incorporation fragments the authority of
a larger agency to make independent decisions. A partial list of municipal"
powers a city make use includes:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Land Use and Development Entitlements
Police
Fire Protection .
Wastewater Facilities
Drainage

f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

Water Facilities
Parks and Recreation
Redevelopment
Solid Waste Collectidn
Roads and Highways

•Incorporations will fragment regional service planning and delivery. Services
to the larger urban community should have certain minimal consistent levels.
Urban services should be provided on the basis of need and equity, not on the
basis of community (city) revenue potential.

• Steps Toward Regional Problen'Solving
•
The Sacramento community has been willing to take steps to solve regional prob - •
lems through regional government structures of a sort. The best.example is the
Two examples
• creation of the Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District.
that hopefully will be equally successful are the agreement on a Metropolitan
Water Plan and the creation of the Transportation Authority for the sales tax
financed road and transit program.
Regional Sanitation: The Sacramento Regional County Sanitation . District consolidated sewage treatment functions of the Cities of Sacramento and Folsom and the
special districts in the urban portion of Sacramento County into one district.
The Regional Sanitation District implemented regional solutions to what had been
local problems; e.g., the inability of several small sewage treatment systems to
plan for the expected growth in the area and the desire to stop effluent discharge into the lower American River.
The Regional Sanitation District developed a regional sewage treatment facil
south of the City of Sacramento. A system of regional interceptor routes wa3
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developed to collect the sewage that. had been treated at 18 smaller treatment
plants throughout the urban area. The regional plant was planned with extensive
buffer lands to protect it from eventual - urban encroachment. The District has
an agreement with the 'Cities of Sacramento and Folsom and with Sacramento County
that it will provide sewer service to areas, 'planned for urban development. The
land use authority remains with the Cities and the County.

Transportation Authority:: Earlier this year Sacramento: County,: the City of
Sacramento, SACOG, and Regional Transit took ksignificant step towards implementing- a regional solution to the problem of financing needed transportation
improvements. . The City and the County created 4 joint Transportation Authority
that will admini s ter funds generated by a sales tax increase if it is approved
by the voters later this year.
The Transportation Authority has the responsibility of determining which rOad
and transit projects throughout the City and the County will be funded with the
sales tax. funds. . The Transportation Authority will play a regional role in
establishing priorities for the City and the County. The City and the County
retain- control over the land use and development decisions. It should be noted
that the Other cities in the County chose not to join in this regional authority
even - though the same regional problems affect their citizens as well. •

REGIONAL AND LOCAL: GOOD GOVERNMENT FOR SACRAMENTO COUNTY
The Sacramento. Metropolitan Area is nearing a major crossroad, a point of decision that will greatly affect the future of the region. Since World War II. the
Sacramento region has grown rapidly, but with a few exceptions, the growth and.
infrastructure necessary to support it was locally governed and controlled. In
the late - 1980 1 t. and projecting into the next century, we find that the region
faces problems that cannot be solved- by individual local governments. The problems of air pollution, transportation, flooding, water siAPP1Y,. and sewage treatment can only be-resolved On a regional basis.
Sacramento County is committed to' seeking solutions to these and other problems.
The county's commitment is shown 'by the following actions:

The-decision

to

ask for and to finance. an Update , of the Air Quality Plan.

° Support for new financing sources for transportation
increase and developer fees.
°

a sales tax

Coordination with the City of Sacramento on a common water plan.
The decision by the Board of Supervisors to limit the kinds of General
Plan amendments the County will accept until a new, 20-year General Plan
has been developed.

(6F)
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Finding and implementing solutions to these regional problems is a difficult and
expensive 'process, . requiring coOrdinatiOn-and consensus building. The process :
is relatively easier when there are fewer.- governmental jurisdictions involved
and relatively more difficult when there' are more. The inability to bring
Folsom,. Isleton, and Galt into the Transportation Authority-'andyolsoms oppost ,':
tton to the. 'location of the Beltway are examples of legitimate local issues
disrupting possible regional solutions.
These 'facts lead to the conclusion that having more cities, in the 'County , will
impair our, attempts to solve areawide problems. The County should oppose new
incorporations. .
Regionalism and Autonomy
In the fabric of local government are woven the threads of regionalism and local
autonomy.
We. think of regional problem solving:, economic forecasting, growth'
patterns; we also think of Our local communities, neighborhoods, and' cities. We
root for the Sacramento Kings and we watch our children play in Oak Park,River Park Little League. Though there is. a dynamic tension to the seemin:_
opposing forces of regionalism and autonomy, this dynamic is what defines int
.
larger community and its constituents. We are from Sacramento as much as we are
from Carmichael, Elk Grove, Citrus Heights, or Natomas.
It - is not. my intent to present here 4 new charter for Sacramento County or a
detailed plan for the reorganization of local government. The LGRC is. performI have giventhe LGRC my views on how local government
ing, this service.
Sacramento County should be organized and wish to amplify upon those .comments
here4'
I also believe that LAFC0 is the appropriate body to investigate and recommend
changes in local government organization. LAFCO must abandon its reactive posture and take -a proactive stance on this critical issue.
It is Clear to me that any new structure for local government in Sacramento ,
County mustacCommodate both the critical need for the consolidation of services
best provided on the regional or countyWide basis and the legitimate desires of '
many residents to have local control over local matters. The, needs are critical
in both areas.. The basic' infrastructure and planning problems facing us all are ,
regional, and the same explosive growth causing the regional problems requires
refocusing on 'the communities making up the region and on residents identification-with those communities.
A total consolidation of local government along the San Francisco model would
not work here. The many communities making up the greater Sacramento area ha: .
history. and identity. As the County has urbanized, the communities have grc
Into one another to the point where it is difficult to discern where one begiriz'
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and another ends; but people still consider themselves as residents of
Carmichael or Southgate or NatomaS or Rancho Cordova The community identity is
particularly strong in portions. of the unincorporated area.. Any change in local
government organization thatdoes not recognize the communities and local con,
troVon, the. community level over somegovernmental services is, in mY. Opinion,
not the.. best local government for SacraMento County and is not in the best
interests, of the residents of Sacramento County. In addition, any reorganiza-.
tic,* plan- without a strong: commitment to local control of some services is
doomed: to be rejected by the voters.
Municipal Powers
I believe that reorganizing the unincorporated area of Sacramento County into
cities would not be good government for Sacramento even if such a change did not
result in severe, fiscal impacts for the County. The political fragmentation of
the County would satisfy legitimate desires for local control at the cost of
making the regional infrastructure and planning.Problemsmuch more difficult, if
not impossible,. to. solve. The problem I see with having multiple incorporations
ts wtth, the powers vested in cities. The majorphysical systems that support
urban. development need.to be operated at the regional level. These major systems:include transportation, sewage , treatment, Water supply, and General Plan
lanctuse, decisions. To the extent any of these systems - are fragmented by incorporations * the ability to make anitimplement.efficient and effective decisions
is impaired. Out state - Taw gives powers over.these.tssues, and local police
protection, to: cities..

Principles. of Good Government
The::structure of government responsibility in Sacramento County can
It can be made more efficient, more flexible, and more sensitive
issues. Providing for regional control over regional issues and
for community control of community issues and services is not an

be improved.
to community
services and
inconsistent

I recommend.that the Board of Supervisors request LAFCO to initiate studies for
recommended' changes to the , structure of - County Government. The objectives of
the study would be consistent with good government for the County and good government: for the aincorporated'area within it. The LAFCO study should have the
following objectives:
I.

The governmental structure provides for coordinated and effective
decisionmaking and implementation for regional facilities, and services;

.

- The structure provides for sensitivity to local and community scale
issues;
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3.

The operation of the structure provides for equal protection, and fair
treatment throughout the County;

4.

The governmental organization would provide efficient, quality services'
'to the private sector and to the citizens of the County; and

5.

The proposed governmental structure makes fiscal sense in the provision
of regional and community services and facilities.

If LAFCO can develop a recommendation for government reorganization that solve's'
the problems identified in this report and provides' for the protections arid
services, it would have contributed greatly to the future of' this county and the
quality of life we expect and should anticipate.
I wish to thank the staff of the Administrati o n and Finance Agency and Planning,
Department for their assistance in producing this report.
Respec

lly submitted,

. Ircr-

Co nty Executive

RTF/GS:sp (afa6691)d
Attachments
cc: Local Agency Formation Commission
Local Government Reorganization Commission
City of Sacramento
City of Folsom
City of Gait
City of Isleton
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APPENDIX A
THE SERVICE RESPONSIBILITY AND REVENUE
TRANSFER PROVISIONS OF STATE LAW
The incorporation of new cities in Sacramento County wduld lead to fundamental
changes in how local governmental services . are 'delivered and financed in
Sacramento County and would have a devastating impact on the county's ability to
maintain current levels of services in' both our countywide responsibilities.
financed out of the General Fund, and our responsibilities to the Unincorporated
Area, financed out of Fund 013. Summarized below are service transfer and revenue transfer aspects of incorporation. Focus is on the impact on county operations financed out of the General Fund and Fund 013, the Unincorporated Area
services Fund -. This appendix concludes with a. discUssion of why the "new money"
argument advanced by those advocating ,incorporation as being good for the larger
community overstates the amount of additional state subvention.
The Service Responsibility Transfer Provisions of State Law
The formation of a city, or a series of cities, in the Unincorporated Area of
Sacramento County would entail a fundamental change in the service delivery
structure and governmental organization ofthe area. Cities exist to provide
municipal services to their residents, but cities are not the only way to deliver such services. The large, urban Unincorporated Area,of Sacramento County is
a good example of an alternative to cities.
State law dictates that certain services are the responsibility of cities.
Other services may or may not be provided by a city. Finally there are certain
services not provided by cities. State law provides that a city must assume
policy, financial, and administrative responsibility for law enforcement and
traffic control, planning and land use regulation, a some public works activities such as road design, building inspection, engineering and maintenance. A
city may provide these services directly or contract .for the services with other
governmental or the private sector, but the city is responsible for providing
the, services to its residents.

.

There are other services that a city may elect to provide but is not required to
provide. These optional services include libraries, local parks and recreation,
water, sewer, drainage, cemetery, and street lighting. These services may
either be providing by the new city upon its formation, or at some later date.
Finally, there are certain services that a city may not provide, and it is the
county's responsibility for the provision of these - non-municipal services that
lie at the root of our reasons for recommending that the Board of Supervisors
oppose all incorporation proposals under the current legal,framework. There are
certain countywide services in the areas of human services, criminal justice
services, and administrative services that will remain a county's responsibility
regardless of. how much of the county - is incorporated:
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COUNTYWIDE 'SERVICES NOT ASSUMABLE BY A CITY
Criminal

Human Services

Justice Services

Administrative Services

Public Health
Mental Health
Alcohol & Drug Program
General Assistance
AFDC
Air Pollution Control
Children's Protective

Jails
District Attorney
Public Defender
Probation
Coroner
Courts
Public Guardian

Clerk
•
Recorder
Auditor
Agricultural Commissioner
Weights and Measures

Regardless of how much of the Unincorporated Area is formed into cities., providing these services (and the list is not exhaustive) will remain the County's
responsibility. Nor may cities assume the provision Of education from school
and junior college districts. The' financial burden on the County for funding
the criminal justice, human, and administrative Services' is enormous.

The Revenue Transfer Provisions of State Law
A newly incorporating city will receive certain' revenues that formerly wer ,
credited to the parent county. These revenues included both state collected and
shared funds and locally collected funds. We are not discussing here all the
revenues potentially receivable by a city; our focus, rather, is on those revenues which womld be lost to the county through transfer to the new city.
The state collected or shared revenues which would be transferred from a county
to sa new city include sales tax, cigarette tax, and one form of gasoline tax.
Local governments, cities and counties, are authorized to levy a 1 percent tax
on retail sales and use of tangible personal property. This 1 percent tax is
included within the 6 percent (or higher) sales tax levied in California. Local
sales taxes are collected under contract by the State Board of Equalization. If
the taxable transaction occurs within a city, then the city receives from the
state the 1 percent local sales tax. If the transaction occurs within an
unincorporated portion of a county, then the county receives the 1 percent.
Upon the first full quarter after incorporation, the sales tax formerly going to
a county would accrpe to the new city.
The transfer of cigarette tax and a portion' of the gasoline tax are Tess
straightforward, and the amounts in question are far, far less. In the case of
Citrus Heights, the total gasoline and cigarette tax transfer of $300,000 is far
less than the sales tax transfer of .$4.75.million.
In addition to the state collected or shared revenue, locally collected revenue
would be transferred from the County to a new city. These locally collect
revenues include the property tax, franchise fees, property transfer tax, al
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fines and forfeitures. State law requires the transfer of property taxes from a
county to a newly incorporated city irrespective of the services transferred and
how the county finances those services. In Sacramento County, the services that
must. be transferred to enew , city are not currently fUnded with property taxes,
• yet state Taw requires the transfer. -Indeed,. the County. services financed with
property taxes will remain the county's responsibility.
The amount of property taxes to be transferred to a new city is proportional to
the cost of services transferred. The equation for calculating the transfer is
fairly straightforward:.
property taxes
service costs

property tax transfer
general purpose revenue'

Thecounty's costs of Providing services to the newly incorporating city are
multiplied by the ratioof property taxes to general purpose revenue, including
property taxes. The resulting amount is the dollar amount of property taxes ta
bet allocated to' the new city from the 1 percent tax on property located within
the boundaries of the city. The formula does not take into account assessed
valuation of property or existing agencies shares of the property tax levy.
Indeed, it istheoretically possible to transfer more in property taxes than .a
.county collects in property taxes from within the boundaries of a proposed city.
-General purpose revenue is not precisely defined, but it is taken to mean revenuethat 4 county may spend, on any purpose. Another way to put it is that general- purpose revenue, does not include state and federal aid earmarked for
- specific purposes and local revenue * such as business license fees which may
only be charged to recover to costs of regulating business.

Phased Property Tax Transfer
In', order to minimize the. impact on Sacramento. County of this inequitable revenue
transfer, the County, in 1986, sought: and receive, some partial legislative.
relfef Assembly Bill 672 calls fora negotiated * phased transfer of property .
tax: over a limited period of time. A newly' incorporating City would receive
anTY: a. portion of its. total property tax entitlement in the first year after
incorporation. In' each succeeding year, the city would receive a larger share
of -the-tax levy collected within its boundaries until the. city reached-its. full
entitlement (up to 12 years). During the.course'of the phased transfer the city
would receive - a targerliece:of an expanding pie and the County would suffer an
escalating loss In both absolute and current dollars,
The bill as 'adopted represented a compromise on the part of Sacramento County.
Our initial position was to limit the property tax transfer to a portion of the
costs; of services transferred financed with property taxes. Then, when services
such as Sheriff's patrol and investigation or land use planning,and regulation
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are transferred, there would be little or no loss of property taxes supporting
the services the County will continue to provide. The county's initial position
was opposed by the proponents of Citrus Heights, Elk Grove, and Rancho Cordova
incorporation and the League of Cities. With the assistance of Senator
Garamendi and the LAFC0 Executive Director a compromise was struck calling for
the phased transfer of any city's full entitlement under former law, I recommended approval of this compromise as it was the best deal the County could get
from the legislature, and it was better than former law.
Other Revenue
The are other revenues that would be transferred from the county to a new city.
HOPTR, the state Home Owners Property Tax Relief Subvention, proportional to the
amount of property taxes transferred.. State law dictates that the first $7,000
of value of an owner occupied home is exempt from property taxes. The state
reimburses local agencies sharing in the property tax levy for their lost reve. nue. The county's loss would be proportional to the percentage of the levy
transferred to a city and the number of owner occupied homes within that city.
The property transfer tax is assessed by the County upon the sales of real property at the rate of $0.55/$500 in value. A city would receive one-half of th'
revenue collected within its boundaries.
Some fine revenue may be lost to a new city, but the Trial Court Funding to
begin in 1988-89 complicates this situation. Fines would would have been lost
to a city are now to be recaptured by the state in return for block grants.
The County uses its authority under state law to impose a franchise fee on privately owned utility companies, excluding telephone companies, for the privilege
of using public streets. After incorporation the franchise granting power would
be vested with the City not the County.
State law provides cities with generous revenue bases, largely at the expense of
counties. Proposition 13 and other restrictions prevent counties from making up,
lost revenue and the fact that counties provide state-mandated services greatly
limits counties' options in adjusting to these revenue losses

The New Money Argument
Proponents of incorporation often advance the argument that incorporation benefits the County or region as a whole because "new money" in the form of motor
vehicle in lieu fees will be available to the new city with no reduction in this
source of funding for the County. Closer scrutiny of this situation leads to
the conclusion that the state, and, this, should be a surprise to no one, is giving local government a lot less than seems on first inspection. The California
Highway Patrol does not provide traffic enforcement services to cities with the
exceptions of highways and freeways running through cities. The "new money" 'largely offset by cities' responsibility to provide and finance traff
enforcement services.
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The cases of Citrus Heights and Elk Grove illustrate than much less "new money"
is actually available to finance local government services:
COMPARISON OF CHP• TRAFFIC.ENFORCEMENT COSTS.
AND MOTOR VEHICLE IN LIEU .REVENUE
•
City .
Citrus Heights
Elk Grove
Total

Traffic Enforcement

MVIL Revenue
2,597,000
705,000

$

1,332,000
100,000'

$

$

1,432,000

$- 4,302,000

Net Gain
$.

1,265,000.
605,000.
1,870,000

The apparent. state bonus or "new money' derived from:incorporation is, in the
cases of to real proposals from Sacramento County, some $1.4 million less than
the gross Motor Vehicle In Lieu Fee revenue. The proportional benefit Would
appear to be greater in lets urbanized and developed arees. In the case. of
Citrus Heights, the net benefit is less than one-half the gross revenue-.
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APPENDIX 8

FAIR SNARE, CALIFORNIA"
AN °EQUITABLE' INCORPORATION IN SACRAMENTO COUNTY
Given the real cases of Citrus Heights and Elk Grove, it is apparent that these
two incorporations in Sacramento County would have a' significant adverse fiscal'
impact on the county's ability to fund Services. In both cases, the revenues
that would be transferred from the CountY to 'the new city exceed the reduction
in the county's service: responsibility resulting from the incorporation. We may
infer that the revenue transfer provisions of state law favor newly incorporating cities at the expense of counties; at least this Is the case in Sacramento
County. _
In order to test this assumption, it is possible to model a hypothetical ."equitable" incorporation in Sacramento County. The basic assumption here is that
there will be transfers of revenue and service responsibility based on average
per capita measures.ofreVenue and costs of services within the Unincorporated
Area.
We have called this hypothetical city Fair Share, California. Basic descriptivedata about Fair Share and comparisons with the Unincorporated area are giver
below:
FAIR SHARE, CALIFORNIA
Fair Share

Per Capita

589,800

50,000

1.0

Assessed Valuation

$19,177,754,035

$1,625,784,500

32,516

Sales Tax Receipts

50 9 340,000

4,267 500

85.35

Unincorporated Area
Population

Fair Share would assume responsibility for providing local police protection,
land use regulation,, and animal control services from Sacramento County. The
county's net costs of providing these services and that portion of the costs
transferred to fair Share based on per capita averages are given below:
NET COSTS OF SERVICES
Service

County Cost

Police Protection

$ 41,887,219

Planning

2,090,057

Fair Share Cost
$

Per Capita

3,551,000

71.02

117,000

3.54
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Service

County Cost

. Animal Control
Environmental Impact
Total

•

$ 1,366,885
257,950
$ 45,602,111 '

Fair Share. Cost

$,

116,000

Per Capita

$

22,000
3,806,000

2.32
0.44 ,

$

77.32

Thus,
Fair. Share would assume from the -County the responsibility for
$3,8 million in services, with the majority of the costs being police protec
tion.
-

.

Revenue. Transfer
In the modeling of the Fair Share incorporation focus, is exclusively on the
transfer of sales tax and property tax. Other revenue sources such as cigarette
tax, franchise fees, and property transfer tax are not considered here, but this
additional revenue could amount to 5 to 10 percent of the total property tax and
sales tax revenues accruing to the new , city.. Sales tax transfer is easy to
calculate. Fair Share, will receive the entire local government share of the
sales taxes .collected within its boundaries. This amounts to approximately
$4.3 million.
The property tax tr3nsfer is more complicated. Under the provisions of state
law the amount of property tax transferred from a county to a newly incorporated
city is proportional to the cost of services transferred. The portion transferred is determined by the ratio of property taxes to "general purpose" revenue
including property taxes. State law does not further define general purpose
revenue. This ratio has previously, been calculated to be 45 percent. Following
is a- summary of the Fair Share/Sacramento County property tax exchange:
FAIR SHARE: PROPERTY TAX EXCHANGE WITH SACRAMENTO COUNTY
1 percent levy: $1,625,845

Fair Share

$1,625,784,500

County/City Share of Levy:

40 percent or $ 6,503,138.

Cost of Services
Transferred:

$3,806,000

Transfer Percentage:

45. percent

Fair Share Property Tax
Transfer Entitlement:

$1,712,700

.

1
"14?

'
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Fair Share Percentage of
County Base:

26.33 percent .

Fair Share Percentage of
Property Tax levy:

10..53 percent.

Thus,. Fair Share's full property tax entitlement, wouldbe $1.7 million.
This .
amounts to 10.5 percent of the total tax levy and over one-quarter of the coun,...
ty's share of the levy..
Given the approval of Assembly Bill 672 in 1986 4 the county's Toss of property
taxes will not occur at once; rather, the property tax transfer would be phased ,
over time under the provisions of state law. Table XX illustrates a- nine-year _
phased exchange. After setting a base year Fair Share portion of the levy at
5 percent of the total levy, or 12.5 percent of the county's share of the levy, '
Fair Share's share increases at 0.7 percint per year, rather than transferring a.
portion of the county's growth: as was done in the. case of Citrus Heights'. In ,
retrospect this method of transferring property tax according to a regular
schedule would be less ambiguous and more easily administered than the method. of ,
transferring, growth.

The Fiscal Impact of 'Equitable Incorporation
The incorporation of Fair Share would result in a net county fiscal loss of
$1.3 million in the first full year after incorporation: •
THE IMPACTS ON SACRAMENTO COUNTY OF THE INCORPORATION OF FAIR SHARE
Revenue:
Sales Tax

Property Tax

$ 4,267,000
812,892

Total

$

5,080,392

Cost of Services

$

3,806,000

Total County Loss:
General fund Loss

$

1,274,392
812,892
461,500

Fund 013 Loss

The loss would be $2.2 million without a phased property tax transfer. Table YY
illustrates the impact of the Fair Share incorporation on the County through the
course of the property tax transfer.. Again, we have only examined the impacts
of sales and property tax transfer and not other revenues. Including these
revenues, such as franchise fees, cigarette tax, and property transfer tax would
increase the county's net loss by 5 to 10 percent each year, with the percentagr
decreasing during the course of the phased property tax transfer.
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To repeat, the point of this exercise in hypothetical incorporation was to test
the inference that state law favors new incorporating cities at the expense of
counties. specifically Sacramento County. Given the county's large and time net
loss resulting from the incorporation of an average portion of the
Unincorporated Area, the inference seems correct. Given current provisions of
state law, Sacramento County 'would suffer significant loss of discretionary
financing shouldportions of the County incorporate. The reason is that the
revenue transfer provisiOns in state law require counties to surrender too much
to newly incorporating cities. In the post-Proposition 13 fiscal environment,
counties devote' nearly all their discretionary funding supporting mandated programs. Incorporation would only make . Sacramento County's ongoing fiscal prob,
lems worse.

FAIR SHARE CITY/SACOANENTO COVNTY
PHASED PROPERTY TAX TRANSFER MODEL.

•

County/City
Share of

Assessed
Year
1984-87
1987-88
1988A19
1989-90
1990-91
1991-92'
1992-93,
1993-94
1994-95
1995-96
1996-97

Valvalaitin
1.477.485,909
1.625,784.500
1.788,362.950
10674199.245
2:163,919.619
2.380.311,086
2,618,342.195
2,8801176.415
3.168,194.057
3,485,013,463
3.833,514,809

Tax Levy
14,779.859
16.257,845
17.8816629
19,671.992
21,639,196
23.803.110
26,183.421
28,801,764
31,681,940
34,820,134
38,335,148

,

Lein,

5.911.944
6.503.138
7.153,452
7,868,797
04655,678'
9.521,244
10,473,368
11.520,706
12,672.7/6
130428.054
15,334.059

.

County
Property .
Tax
5,911.944
5.690.246
6,134,085
6,609,789
7.119.295
7.664,601
8,247.778
8.582.926
'9,219.445
9,913.292,
10,914,011

County
T.R.A.
Share
40.00
35.00
34.30
33.60
32.90
32.20
31.50
29.80
29.10
28.47
28.47

Fair Share
'Property
. Tax
0
812,892
906.700
1.188.188
1.536,381
1.856,643
2.225.591
2.649.762
3,156.512
39666,560
4,636,691

Fair Share
T.R.A. Tax
.00
5.00
5.07
6.04
7.10
7.80
8.50
4.20
. 9.90
10.55
10.85
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ANNEXATIONS AND PROPERTY TAX EXCHANGE
THE PROPERTY TAX EXCHANGE AGREEMENT WITH THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO
The Assembly Bill 8 Agreement .
State. law (Chapter 6, Section 99 (b); Revenge And Taxation . Code) requires that
property tax, exchange agreements be negotiated between local governmental agencies exchanging territory before the jurisdictional change can be completed.
State law further allows a county' and local agencies within the county to adopt
"master property tax transfer agreements" which may, from time to time, be
revised by the agreeing. parties: Sacramento County, on behalf of both the County and Special Districts within: the County, has Previously entered into master
property tax exchange agreements with the Cities of Sacramento, Folsom, and Galt'
which .have been renewed biannually since 1980.
Thefl original agreement with the City of Sacramento could result in significant
property tax transfer to the City'without a commensurate exchange of service
responsibility and therefore should be considered for revision. The agreement
guarantees the" City A 33.428 percent share of the property' tax levy, from any
territory annexed. 1he.agreement states that the special district shares of the
levy within the annexed. territory be transferred to the City,. If this . special
district total does not equal 33.428 percent of the levy, then the County makes
up the difference from its snare of the property tax. While .there are areas
within the- 'County where annexation could realistically be anticipate to occur
and where such an agreement would benefit our General Fund, in those . areas targeted for annexation by the City, Natomas and Laguna, renewal of the original
agreement would lead to significant loss of property tax revenue with no reduction in General Fund service responsibility, Table 1 illustrates the impact on
the County of the. annexation of territory with an assessed valuation of
$100 million, and an annual tax' levy of $1 million, in six different
Unincorporated Area communities- bordering the City ofSatramento.
TABLE I
IMPACT ON SACRAMENTO COUNTY Of CITY OF SACRAMENTO ANNEXATIONS

Community

AFTER:

BEFORE
Saecial
County
District
Percentage Percentage
Share
Share

Arden-Arcade

35.627

36.018

Southgate

40.955

34.277

Rio Linda'

34.078

36.533

County
Percentage
Share

21,990

2.199

41.804

75,270

7.527

37.265

7,320

0.732

38.217
,

Revenue
Change

County
Percentage
Share
Change

$
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BEFORE
Special
District
County .
Percentage Percentage
Share
Share

AFTER
County
Percentage
Share

Elk Grove

26.880

42.499.

35.942

Rancho Cordova

35.012

38.047

39.631

Fruitridge

40.555

32.206

39.323

Natomas

20.226

39.238

26.036

Revenue
Change_
$

•

(65,580)

County
Percentage
Share
' Change
• (6.558)

15,840

1.584

71,170

7.117

(132,020)

(13.202)

Based on:
,
1. Total Property Tax From Annexed Area of $1;000,000.
2. 33.428 Percent City Share of Levy After Annexation.
3. The special district shares of the property tax levy were taken from real
Tax Rate Areas within the communities listed.
Only in the Fruitridge And Southgate Communities would the original agreeme
lead to a revenue gains for the County. Annexations in the Rio Linda, Arden
Arcade, and Rancho Cordova communities would result in slightly positive property tax transfers to the County. Annexations in Natomas and Elk Grove/Laguna
could lead to significant fiscal impact on the county's . General Fund, and in the ,
current political environment these last two communities are where annexations
are likely to take place. The residents of Fruitridge and Southgate have vehemently opposed annexations in the past. Nor have the residents of Arden-Arcade
or Rancho Cordova expressed much interest in receiving City services.
It is easy to understand why this was a good arrangement from the city's perspective. The City would ,always receive the same portion of the levy from any
annexed territory. The,post-Proposition 13 inequities in the allocation of the
one percent tax levy would be eliminated for the City but not for the County. .
The terms of the expired agreement are inconsistent with our recommended policy
on cost and revenue exchanges between the County and other agencies. The portion of the levy lest by the County in the. sample Tax Rate Area from the Natomas
Community exceeds the county's loss from the Citrus Heights and Elk Grove incorporation proposals, and the incorporation proposals had phased property tax
transfer agreements ratified by LAFCO and the proponents. Any loss from a city
annexation would be immediate.

Renewal of a . Master Agreement
We do recommend that a new master property tax exchange agreement be negotiated
- with the City of Sacramento but only under terms less onerous for the Count:,
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In many cases, annexation of portions of the Unincorporated Area will be in the
public's interest. Having a master agreement in place promotes the orderly
change of jurisdiction and facilitates LAFC0's review of annexations. The County should express its willingness *1 negotiate a new agreement with the City of
Sacramento.
The County should not, however, be in a position to "guarantee ° the city's revenue base from annexed territory. Along with reducing property tax rates and
removing local control over revenue, Proposition 13 cast in concrete the allocation of property taxes among the various agencies receiving a share of the levy.
These historically-based allocations do not take Into account the Changing environment. The services to which the County devotes the vast majority of its
property tax levy, human services and criminal justice services, are not provided by cities, and the county's costs of providing these services have increased
beyond our ability to absorb the increases. In each years' budget hearings the
Board of Supervisors hears from department heads and members of the public about
the adequacy of human and criminal justice services. The County simply is not
in a position to be giving up a share of the property tax levy to other agencies
unless those agenctes will relieve the County of service responsibility. And in
the case of an annexation', the City would take the General Fund revenue and not
the Genera) Fund serviceresponsibility.
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OFFICE OF THE
CITY MANAGER

CITY OF SACRAMENTO
CALIFORNIA.

May. 24, 1988

am HALL
ROOM 109
9I3 I STREET SACRAMENTO, CA
.95814726144
916449- 4704

Mr Brian H. Richter
CQunty Executive
700 H Street, Room 7650
Sacramento, CA 95814-1280
SUBJECT: Sacramento County Incorporation Polia
Dear Brian:
I want to thank you for giving the City staff the opportunity to review an earlier draft
of "Sacramento County Incorporation Policy" prior to its being transmitted to the County
Board of Supervisors. . During our review the final document was released to the Board
and to the press, therefore . my response will be to the first document.
We are concerned that the casual reader of your report will get the impression that cities
and new incorporations are the County's real problem. This is simply not true. California
counties have post Proposition 13 financial problems but they were not caused by California
cities. They were caused by Howard Jarvis and a State government that refuses to deal
with long-term financing for counties. We think that Sacramento County and the other
57 California counties ought to be enlisting the support of your constituent cities by forming
a united front to deal with State government on the problems facing county financing.
Instead, cities and new incorporations in Sacramento County are being branded falsely
as the problem which they are not.
Conceptually, we agree with the County's position that annexations should be "revenues
neutral" although this term needs definition. We know that in certain circumstances,
an annexation can be financially injurious to the County. However, using percentages
in your chart without also depicting dollars can be very misleading. Undeveloped property
in the County may be currently yielding 50 or 60% property tax percentage to the County,
but the revenue dollar yield may be quite small and the County incurs cost to serve the
property. After annexation to the City and development, the County General Fund costs
may be negligible while the revenue yield to the County General Fund could be substantial,
The point here is that 50 or 60%
even if you get only 33% of the property tax dollars.
of a small base is still a lot less than 33% of a large base (and your cost may in fact have
been significantly reduced).

Mr. Brian H. Richter
Page 2
May 24, 1988

Finally, I've attached a copy of City Council Resolution #87-039, the City of Sacramento's
currently adopted annexation policy. The County's proposed policy on annexation to the
City is in direct conflict with the current City Council policy. We are prepared to address.
the Board of Supervisors on this matter in an attempt to represent the City's position.
Sincerely,

Walter J., Slipe, City Manager
•

ATTACHMENT
cc: Mayor Anne udin
City Councilrnembers

COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO
OFFICE OF THE COUNTY EXECUTIVE

EIRIAN H. RICHTER
Couly Executive ,
'

May '25, 1988

Mr. Walter J. Slipe
City Manager
City of Sacramento
915 "I" Street, Room 109
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear. Walt,
Re: Sacramento County Incorporation Policy
Thank you for your letter commenting on the proposed policy document regarding;
Sacramento County incorporations and annexations. I appreciate the fact that
you were at the Board meeting on May 24th when this report was initially Presented.
First of all, let me say that with regard to Sacramento County, it is not the
intent of our proposed policy to in any way oppose appropriate annexations to
the City of Sacramento. To the contrary, we should support those annexations
where they are revenue neutral and do not impose a financial hardship on the
County. There are complicating factors, however, with regard to special districts. As you could see from Board discussion, there is an underlying concern
about the impact of annexations on special district financing following annexation. Our policy report does not address that item, but I suspect it will
become a.significant factor in the Board's deliberation.
As you undoubtedly are aware, the main thrust ofour policy statement is with
regard to Incorporations. We do not, as you suggest, hold the view that ctties
and new incorpOrations. are the County's real problem; They are not our real
problem. We agree that county government's fiscal problems are primarily due to
state government's underfUnding of social service programs and other state mandates, thus forcing counties to utilize an ever-increasing share of local revenues to sustain those programs at minimal levels.. The State., by not funding
- growth and cost of living components of these programs is, in fact, appropriating county property and sales tax revenues just asSurely as if they passed
through the State budget.
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b. Providing assistance to applicants with the administrative requirements of the Local
- Agency Formation Commission and various City departments and organizations.
Section 3: This resolution shall take effect immediately.
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Mr. Walter J. Slipe
May 25, 1988
Page 2

Cities throughout the State should recognize what is happening to county government finance and the adverse impacts that it has on all residents, including
city residents. That recognition could lead to a stronger lobbying effort at
the State level on behalf of counties and their residents.
Nevertheless, even acknowledging that the State is our major fiscal problem, one
cannot ignore the fact that under current State law, new incorporations take
away more revenue from county government than the cost of services provided by
county government that are assumed by newly incorporating cities. The facts in
our policy report speak for themselves. While cities are not our primary problem, new incorporations clearly have a substantial negative financial impact on
the County which must be borne by a reduction in the level of service to all
County residents. When one is on the brink of bankruptcy, regardless of the ,
cause, the loss of substantial existing revenues becomes a critical issue and 1
must be avoided. I simply cannot sit here quietly and watch new incorporations
push the County over the brink while blaming the State of California. I must
address both fronts at the same time. Believe me, we are pressing our case
forcefully with the State of California, as are all counties.
As you further review our report regarding new incorporations, please work
through the mathematics that represent the fiscal implications of new incorporations. If you can find fault or error with the factual conclusions, I would be
pleased to have that information. If, on the other hand, your review confirms
those facts, as I strongly suspect it will, then I would appreciate your support
of our policy regarding new incorporations, because failure to support that
policy will clearly result in a continuing loss of social services to all residents of Sacramento County including residents of the City of Sacramento.
Sincerely,

NICIC
County Executive
BHR:gp
cc: Members, Board of Supervisors
Gary Cassady
'
Local Agency Formation Commission
Local Government Reorganization Commission

